ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Music Score Recognition has been an interest field recently. There are many systems recognizing and playing music scores achieved from the scanner or handwritten. There are a set of steps from reading input music scores to playing them in MIDI format. The music symbol recognition plays an important role which greatly impacts on the performance of the complete system.
Far away, there are many methods recognizing music symbols in a music score. However, the recognition process based on machine learnings using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] , Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [7] , [8] , Neural Network (NN) [3] , [6] , [14] , K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [9] , etc. are implemented after all music symbols are segmented into separated parts. Moreover, input data of above methods are scanned from a printed music score, providing clear images for the recognition. They are not affected by environment conditions such as distortions, or illuminations. Hence, symbol images are flagrant to be recognized. The recognition process is applied after all staff lines are removed or ignored. In more details, staff line removal leads to problems of fragmentation and deformation of music symbols. In case of staff line ignorance, the recognition capability is lower [15] . All methods mentioned above do not provide a sufficient performance to be commercialy used. In [15] , the authors introduced another approach called as music score defacement. Additional horizontal lines are firstly placed exactly halfway between the existing staff lines and then, be extended to the top and bottom of the core at a half of staff line's width for the height of the score. Although the accuracy of some specific notes such as head note and whole note is increased because of creating same appearances for same notes, this method has some undesirable attributes in certain typesets, where it could partially obscure musical objects such as beams, slurs, hold dots.
(a) (b) Fig 1. a part of music score which is scanned from printed sheet (a), a part of music score which is captured from mobile camera (b) with illumination and distort effects.
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International Journal of Contents, Vol.10, No.4, Dec. 2014 Nowadays, the explosion of mobility is setting a new standard for information technology industry. Mobile devices are not only limited in calling, or texting, but also cover a variety of entertainment such as multimedia applications, where users could use resources on their portable devices to create and replay favorite melodies. Music scores captured from mobile camera are getting more and more popular. However, they are mostly affected by environmental conditions such as distort, illumination and different viewpoints, etc (in the Fig. 1) . All above methods, the input images are scanned or printed music scores with clear content that are created under laboratory conditions. Therefore if these methods are applied to recognize such scores captured from mobile camera, it is easy to release that the performance is not unacceptable. In this paper, we propose a novel method to 1) deal with images captured from mobile camera and 2) adapt with limited computational resources on mobiles. As above analysis, because of noise, distort, illumination after segmentation, results include some unfavorable information remained in the symbol images, these can get wrong classification. To recognize major music symbols including black note, white note, stem, bar line, whole note, tags, beam, dot, pitch from mobile-captured music score, we implemented a lightweight method in which, staff lines are remained and symbols are recognized by heuristic acknowledgements instead of using machine learning algorithms as previous studies
[14] to reduce the computational complexity. After binarizing images, the vertical lines including stems and bar lines are detected by using horizontal projection. Template matching based on inverse filtering is used to determine position of black and white note heads by sliding a window according to the vertical lines. The rest of music symbols including the tags, beam are straightforward to be detected using run length code and matching. Whole note is located using distance between two bar lines with template matching and hold filling. Moreover, the pitch of each note is easily released based on the position of note heads. Finally, to increase the performance of template matching methods, we use inverse filter to create the artificial templates that are supposed to be influence by environment conditions. Such templates will be used to match with the images captured directly by mobile camera.
In summary, the main contributions of our study are: 1) Our approach is applied on input images captured from camera with distort, illumination, different viewpoints. Until now, all music symbol recognition systems are deployed on standalone powerful computer, so a lightweight music score architecture running on mobile devices with limited computational capability is expected. The problems of input images captured from mobile camera could be solved using our proposed method. 2) The performance is improved through detecting and recognizing music symbols with template matching by inverse filtering. Staff line is remained so problems of fragmentation and deformation are eliminated. Inverse filter is used to create templates for matching which are closest to the real data.
3) The processing speed is significantly increased since in this study, instead of using machine learning which requires huge computations, we use template matching created by using Inverse filter, projection, run length code to reduce the time processing. This is ready necessary when this system is directly run on mobile devices. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present all related works about music score recognition systems. Section 3 describes our proposed methods in details. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws out the conclusion and future researches.
RELATED WORKS
In most approaches for music score recognition, main steps are split into two parts: staff line detection and music symbol recognition for noteheads, rest symbols, dot, stem, and tags [4]-[6], [11] , [13] . Then classification phase is followed with various methods using features extracted from the projection profiles. In [9] , the k-nearest neighbor is used while in [3] , [6] , [14] neural networks are used. Choudhury et al. [4] proposed the extraction of symbol features, such as width, height, are, number of holes, and low-order central moments, whereas Taubman [12] preferred to extract standard moments, centralized moments, normalized moments, and Hu moments with the k-nearest neighbor method.
In [7] , [8] , the authors introduced various approaches that avoid the prior segementaion phase. In such methods, both segmentation and recognition steps are implemented simultaneously using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Features are extracted directly from images but this process is not only difficult to be carried out but also sensitive to errors. So, music scores are required to be very simple to be suitably applied.
Homenda and Luckner [10] used five classes of music symbols with two different classification approaches: classification with and without rejection. Rebelo et al. [1] compared four classification methods including Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Neural Networks (NNs), Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Hidden Markov Models. The result shows that SVMs gave the best performance but the performance is not improved in the case of the elastic deformation. This could be result in some issues: the diverse dataset of symbols, improper features extracted, and inappropriate distortions.
In the case of staff line segmentation, [15] adds horizontal lines to extend to the top and bottom of the stave. This method improves the recognition accuracy of some symbols (e.g. head note, whole note) but it also causes difficulties to recognize the rest of components (e.g. beams, slurs, hold dots).
PROPOSED METHOD

Inverse Filter Transformed Template
Template is a pattern used to find small parts of the image which match with it. The more standard the template is, the higher the template matching performance is. Specially, in music scores captured by mobile camera, there are many effects from environmental conditions such as light, illumination, distort, view point. To get the good matching result, the template should be closest to the real sample. With the same dataset of 37 music scores captured by mobile camera, we redid previous studies using machine learning as [1], [3] and then, make a comparison between such studies with our proposed method. To ensure a fair comparison, we only recognize black notes, white note, whole note, stem and tags. With a total of 6036 patterns (except the 2038 patterns of pitch recognition), we take two third patterns for training and one third patterns for testing. The detail is showed in Table 3 .
The Fig. 9 shows the comparison result among methods. Because input music scores are images captured from mobile phone camera, each image has different view point, level of illumination, distort. Therefore, the same music symbol images achieved after segmentation step have inconsistent shape, size, and features. The number of trainings with 4025 symbols is not enough to cover all cases of input image. Moreover, the segmentation step causes the fragmentation and deformation of symbols. All above reasons lead to a lower accuracy of SVM and NN for recognizing components of music symbol in a music score. In detail, the whole note recognition result of NN is lowest with the accuracy of 80% and that of SVM is 90%. The highest accuracy which SVM gets is 99.7% for stem recognition with the number of trainings being very big (1359 patterns). That of NN is also 98.83 % for tag recognition with the number of trainings being up to 1010 patterns. Whereas, due to implement a new approach which is overcome weaknesses of previous studies, our method remains an accuracy of 100% for black note, white note, whole note, stem recognition and 99.93% for tag recognition. In the case of tag recognition, there is one failure. Because the level of noise in input image is high. This leads to the staff line being too thick to distinguish from tag. In the dot detection, both SVM and NN get a good performance (approximate 95%) but false acceptance rate is high.
Objectively, the average accuracy of three methods are calculated and illustrated in the Fig. 10 .
The whole system has been tested on about 100 music scores taken from mostly elementary school textbook of music classes. It took minimum 376ms, maximum 1758ms and average 702ms.
Computation Complexity
Besides, our method execute in the short time for each image (average with 1.5135 seconds) on the mobile phone (Galaxy S3, Note II). While the time complexity of standard SVM training T MV is calculated by (6) where d, n are the number of dimensional and the number of training patterns respectively. Therefore, with the number of training is up to 4025 patterns and the number of features is up to 20x20, the time for training takes a huge amount of time. NN with neural network structure takes more time than SVM. Table 3 . The statistic of testing and training number
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel approach to recognize music symbols extracted from the music scores captured by mobile camera with different view point, distort, illumination and noise. To get a desired performance, we do not follow the previous methods in which staff lines are removed or more horizontal lines are added into stave. We remain all staff lines after detecting and restoring its information. With the prior knowledge about music symbol as well as the effective way to create template for matching by inverse filtering, our method shows higher performance compared with previous works. This work in this paper is a well-known incorporation's project and gets good judgments .In the future, we would continue to research in this field to recognize entire symbols appearing in the music score and establish a complete framework for music symbol recognition system. 
